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This shows a stream channel cross-section.  Streams and adjacent floodplains and 
wetlands operate together as an integrated natural system. A stream’s flood plain can 
vary in width along the stream corridor and may be very different than the picture 
shown. The steeper, mountain-type channels usually have very little in the way of an 
identifiable floodplain, but these are rarely where flooding problems are most costly. 
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Water shapes the land, and land holds the water. 
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Stable stream corridors stay stable in the sense of maintaining a “dynamic 
equilibrium.” A stream will likely shift over time within its floodplain… sometimes 
quickly or catastrophically.  However, when edges stay vegetated, habitat is provided 
and there is more resistance to erosion.  Meanders allow water to move more slowly, 
but not all streams have a naturally meandering configuration.
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Past, old-style over-dredging did not take into account the natural processes and 
readjustments that we know more about now.  
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The force of the water both dropping into the deeper area and being forced back up 
into the higher downstream channel causes erosion of streambed sediments.  
Sediments eroded upstream will be deposited into the over-dredged area, slowly 
filling in the low area created by over-dredging.
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Over-dredging itself and the resulting erosion reduce water quality due to the 
increase in sediments that become suspended and transported with the water. 
Creating unnatural droughty conditions along the river edge, destabilizes the adjacent 
native plant community and can facilitate non-native plant invasions.  Dredging 
equipment itself may spread invasive species if not thoroughly cleaned between sites.
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The process of dredging often straightens the channel. 
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Faster water means worse scour, erosion and property damage, especially 
downstream of the dredging end point.  Faster water moves more debris and bigger 
things.
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Floods are when sediments move most.
This is a “critical entrainment velocity” chart.  It shows what particle sizes are picked 
up and carried with water at different water flow speeds. The “settling velocity” line 
shows at what water speeds different particle sizes will drop to the bottom.  Once the 
finer silts and clays become suspended in the water, they do not settle out easily.  
This is one of the things that lowers water quality.
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Even when not flooding, “Lane’s Balance” shows that a steepened stream will carry 
more and larger sediments. Downstream of the dredged area, when the stream 
returns to its normal slope, those sediments will cause aggradation (filling in).  
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Animals that are vulnerable to dredging include some threatened and endangered 
species.
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It makes it worse!
The force of the water is what often causes damage.  Effects are especially felt 
downstream of the over-dredged area. 
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Streams adjust when over-dredged or straightened, in an effort to return to its 
natural slope and shape. These adjustments can happen fast and affect adjacent 
properties and the amount of sediment the stream carries.
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Undermining can compromise a bridge.
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More debris can lead to plugging up of existing stuctures.
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Excessive debris can also block or partially block culvert crossings or other areas that 
ordinarily provide drainage relief.
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Rain from an entire region will concentrate into larger streams and rivers.  “Acts of 
God” like severe storms will cause flooding as the water descends. “All that water has 
to go someplace”… (and so does all that sediment.)
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More damage more often.
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More damage more often.
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Historically there has been a lot of development in floodplain areas, which greatly 
increases their vulnerability.  With more frequent and extreme storms happening 
now, those areas of development are more susceptible to damage than ever. 
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The faster and greater volume of flood water, carried more debris and dumped it 
where its constraints were released as it joined the larger stream. 
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Headcuts and erosion cause problems as they work their way upstream. 
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This is a graphic example of what headcuts and bank failures can look like as they 
work their way up a stream.  (This headcut and succeeding bank failure had a 
different cause than over-dredging)
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What can happen when a headcut works its way upstream to a culvert.
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The Delaware County Soil & Water Conservation District and the Delaware County 
Planning Department put together a manual for emergency stream repair which 
provides guidelines for how to repair flood-damaged streams in ways that don’t 
cause the problems created by “reaming.”  
Removing coarse sediments deposited during an extreme weather event is not the 
same as the over-dredging that was practiced decades ago.  Good post-flood 
emergency repairs involve removing material that was not there prior to the large 
flood and which could cause disproportionate flooding during a later, smaller storm. 
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During a flood event, the two berms in the top cross-section may be overtopped.  
The focus should be on maintaining the stream’s natural cross-section, rather than 
eliminating its natural flood plain.

The water in the bottom cross-section has “room to spread out,”  which allows high 
flow to encounter more friction and reduce its downstream force.

The Upper Susquehanna Coalition’s “Stream Team” has a berm removal program 
that can reconnect streams to their floodplains. 
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Even “sponges” get saturated and overwhelmed if enough water is added. This will
happen during extreme events, but even then, the principle of allowing water to 
expand and be slowed by floodplain vegetation reduces the duration and damage. 
Keep floodplains as available as possible and realize the consequences of not doing 
so.
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Changes which cause stormwater to move as fast as possible result in quicker and 
higher flood peaks, as compared to more water filtering into the ground or moving 
more slowly through vegetation, stepped pools, and/or stream meanders.
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Note the differences in land with greater water infiltration (sponges) vs. surface 
runoff (gutters).
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Some examples of upstream changes include: Logging, increased pavement, 
increased erosion, development, removal of small dams, beaver dams and 
unregulated ponds that can overflow in flash flooding.
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Floodplains, wetlands, stream meander restoration, weirs, check dams and 
detention ponds
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In rural areas, leave room for streams to move naturally.
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In developed areas, mitigate the impact of impervious surfaces by creating other 
ways for water to infiltrate into the ground.  Prevent development on the floodplain 
and move development out of the floodplain when possible. 
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